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Sunshine is waiting, the clouds seem to fade it's
A brandnew day right upon the plate
Get late for a breakfast, it's just like expected
Cause time is like rain dripping through the hands

And I, I'm captured by a movie
It rewinds before it ends
In the last scene of a planecrash
Guess we'll never know it'll land

The season, the weather
It is like you but better
Cause rain washes your sins away
It leaves me here without a trace

And as I hide into
The things I used to do
I try to get a grip on you
Cause there's nothing else to do

And I, I'm captured by a movie
It rewinds before it ends
In the last scene of a planecrash
Guess we'll never know it'll land

Safe and slowly into your arms
Or fly through the clouds like constant false alarms
You better show your last scene to me

The season, the weather
It is like you but better
Cause rain washes your sins away
It leaves me here without a trace

And seconds from semblance
We make a point to do our best to forget
Cold from sadness
We feel the heat of truth

And the day goes by just like a lie
A vision passing by
I'll know tomorrow will be just alright
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And I, I'm captured by a movie
It rewinds before it ends
In the last scene of a planecrash
Guess we'll never know it'll land
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